“...no greater joy than to see my children walk in the truth.”
(3 John 1:4)
The Principle Approach® is a Proven Method that Forms Christian Character in Your Child...

**Getting Ready to Teach The Noah Plan®**

Choose ONE OR MORE of the following ways to begin your journey of learning the Principle Approach® philosophy and method, the first step in teaching The Noah Plan Curriculum:

- **The Noah Plan Academy**
  - DVD Teacher Training Tool
  - Set of 8 DVDs: $239.95
  - A course designed to equip parents and teachers with the foundational principles and methods of the Principle Approach in each subject. Master Principle Approach teachers and experienced home educators host the sessions and bring The Noah Plan to you in a simple, easy-to-understand, engaging format.

- **The Noah Plan Self-Directed Study in the Principle Approach**
  - Book with CDs $37.95
  - This in-depth study, a succinct overview of the basic method and philosophy of the Principle Approach, is fundamental in preparing you to teach and leads you to a refreshing new perspective on learning and reasoning. Throughout the study you will be reading sections of the Foundational Books, vital tools for teaching and learning the Principle Approach for all ages, in all subjects.

- **The Pathway to Biblical Liberty DVD Study Series**
  - $99.00
  - Additional Booklets (sets of 5): $50.00
  - An invaluable tool for individuals to learn what the Principle Approach is all about in a group setting—home group study, a Sunday school class, a homeschool co-op, a cell group, or a Principle Approach school board or parents study group.

  - Specially designed for group study

- **The Noah Plan Homeschool Companion (Free with purchase)**
  - $6.00
  - New to the Principle Approach and need a simple explanation of The Noah Plan from someone you can relate to? Author Joni Harsh shares her ten years of experience in homeschooling with The Noah Plan in this easy-to-read booklet. She and Peggy Coven include lesson plans and sample work from her children.

  - Specially designed for the home educator

---

**Credible Scholarship**
- The Noah Plan® Curriculum
- Teacher Training
- Teaching Tools
- Principle Approach Resources
- American Christian History Resources

**Christian Leadership**
- Biblical Reasoning
- Christian Character
- Enhanced Scholarship
- Love of Learning
- Reflective Thinking

**www.face.net**

Foundation for American Christian Education
Forming Christian Character in Children . . . Since 1965!
800.352.3223

Order Now! Call 800.352.3223 or visit www.face.net
Considering The Noah Plan® K-12 Curriculum? Learn more with

- Mastering the Leading Ideas of the “Red Books” free downloadable essay
- Biblical-Classical free article
- www.principleapproach.org and www.face.net
- Getting Started with the Principle Approach DVD: $6.95 free shipping

This DVD illustrates the method and philosophy of the Principle Approach®, details a sample lesson and unit study, and explains how all of the resources work together. It also includes an inspiring testimony from two veteran home educators—how God moved in their families through Principle Approach education. Highly recommended as a starting point to teaching The Noah Plan!

An American Dictionary of the English Language
Hardback $56.95
Purchase the hardback edition and 1828 Libronix™ CD (featured below) together for only $96.25
Noah Webster’s 1828 Dictionary, facsimile of the original edition, is a national treasure and a primary source tool for daily study. The Dictionary defines words according to their meaning during the founding generation (making it a prerequisite to understanding America’s founding documents) from a Biblical context. Many definitions contain Scripture references and excerpts of Bible verses. To learn more about the 1828, visit our Web site at www.face.net.

The Noah Webster 1828 Dictionary and King James Bible in Libronix™ CD
$49.95
This CD contains the complete text of our facsimile version of Noah Webster’s original 1828 Dictionary set in completely searchable Libronix™ technology. It also includes the King James Bible, allowing you to cross reference Webster’s Biblically-based definitions with the Scripture itself, enhancing your understanding of each word with its Biblical context. This invaluable resource brings you the ability to define your words, copy and paste right into your documents with the full citation, find Scriptural support for your ideas, and increase your own understanding through word studies, all from your own computer.

The Christian History Library Books:
1. Webster’s 1828 Dictionary
2. The Bible and the Constitution
3. Consider and Ponder
7. The Noah Plan® Self-Directed Study in the Principle Approach®
8. Rudiments of America’s Christian History and Government
10. King James Bible
11. A Republic If You Can Keep It: America’s Authentic Liberty
Confronts Contemporary Counterfeits

Distinctive of Principle Approach® Education
Seeing the big picture—learning from the links on the Chain of Christianity®

Foundation for American Christian Education is building a Commonwealth that will train, equip and cultivate the Principle Approach®. Be a part of changing the future of education by joining us for Commonwealth Training. Go to www.face.net for more information about building a Commonwealth Principle Approach program!

SEE PAGE 23 FOR MORE INFORMATION

Order Now! Call 800.352.3223 or visit www.face.net

The Christian History Library in Libronix™
$129.95
This is the study tool you have been waiting for! All eleven books available to use at your computer—each one interacts with all the others to make teaching, studying and school work a breeze. Each of these timeless resources is a treasure in itself. Now Foundation for American Christian Education has set them into a modern easy-to-use format that brings these books to your fingertips.

Order Now! Call 800.352.3223 or visit www.face.net
The Essential Study Tools for Every Biblical-Christian Education

Foundational Books Used in The Noah Plan® Self-Directed Study

The Essential Study Tools for Every Biblical-Christian Education

Order Now! Call 800.352.3223 or visit www.face.net

The Noah Plan Self-Directed Study in the Principle Approach®

Book with CDs $37.95

This in-depth study, a succinct overview of the basic method and philosophy of the Principle Approach, is fundamental in preparing you to teach and leads you to a refreshing new perspective on learning and reasoning. Throughout the study you will be reading and considering sections of the following Foundational Books, vital tools for teaching and learning the Principle Approach for all ages, in all subjects.


In CHOC I, discover America’s Christian history and God’s providence in the foundation and forming of the world’s first Christian constitutional republic and the United States of America’s place on the Chain of Christianity® moving westward. See history unbind in Verna Hall’s classic compilation of primary source documents. The new Founders Edition features upgraded citation information, valuable documentation required for today’s academic standards. Dr. Gai Ferdon has written a new book with the same mission of Verna Hall’s seminal CHOC I—to re-deploy the Biblical principles of liberty to combat current ideological threats. However, Dr. Ferdon’s book, A Republic If You Can Keep It: America’s Authentic Liberty Confronts Contemporary Counterfeits, defends our liberty against today’s threat of postmodernism rather than the socialism of the mid-20th century. For more information, please see the back cover of this catalog.

Teaching and Learning America’s Christian History: The Principle Approach $42.95

Rosalie Slater’s classic volume (designed to accompany Verna Hall’s CHOC I) describes a curriculum for teaching and learning America’s Christian history and the historic method of education, the Principle Approach®. A method of education that instructs children how to reason from a Biblical worldview, this enables them to excel academically, and instills Christian character in the individual.

The Christian History of the American Revolution: Consider and Ponder $42.95

Accounts from original documents, as well as commentary from Verna Hall, enable the reader to understand the heart of the spirit of Liberty as it comes from the Word of God and its connection to American political liberty. The Colonists were engaged in a constitutional debate to determine their Biblical basis for the American Revolution. This volume is indispensable to the student in comprehending God’s vision for liberty and government, his responsibility as a Christian citizen, and the standard to which we must hold our leaders to sustain our constitutional republic.

The Family and the Nation: Biblical Childhood $22.95


The Christian History of the Constitution, Vol II: Christian Self-Government with Union (CHOCII) $42.95

How does Christianity influence mankind’s desire and ability to voluntarily cooperate or work together? CHOC II helps Christians begin to think through the matter of voluntary union versus compulsory union in all aspects of our national life. It is necessary to teach freedom in order to keep it. Every high school student needs to understand that they will either be free or enslaved, better to learn self-restraint under God than to loose our freedom all together.


This study guide is designed to work with CHOC II using the Principle Approach method to teach the leading ideas and principles. The book is set up to teach twenty-four weekly lessons to equip leaders with an understanding of the Christian foundations of the American system of government. Some topics include providential history, the law of God revealed, the law of nations, leadership in education and the importance of God-given rights.

The Bible and the Constitution $28.95

This book teaches the vital role of the Bible in American History. The Bible has been our textbook of civil and religious liberty and produced our constitutional government. Primary source documents outlined in this book authenticate the Bible as the major influence on the making of the Constitution. It is an essential resource book for teaching the Constitution in fifth grade history.

The Value of the Bible and Excellence of the Christian Religion $18.00

This comprehensive overview of God’s Word is written by the father of American Christian education for families and students. Noah Webster speaks to the student in his “Advice to the Young” and provides a Federal Catechism for teaching children the history of the United States.

Providential History Teacher Guide $9.00

Complements the fifty-five-page excerpt of William Bradford’s classic history Of Plimoth Plantation included in CHOC I. This thoughtful resource demonstrates a practical way for students to learn the Christian character of the Pilgrims by studying Bradford’s careful eye-witness account. This guide shows how to draw out the seven principles of America’s Christian history from this powerful primary source.

Scope and Sequence: K–12

Order Now! Call 800.352.3223 or visit www.face.net
The Noah Plan®
Curriculum Guides

Six Guides, Each Covering a Specific Subject for Grades K–12

These Guides are essential teaching tools for the complete Noah Plan Curriculum, building skills in the context of the subject. The curriculum guides are not stand-alone resources. Each curriculum guide includes the scope and sequence of the respective subject for grades K–12 and incorporates other supplemental tools required for study.

The Noah Plan History and Geography Curriculum Guide
$39.95
Provides detailed instruction for teaching history and geography at all grade levels from a providential, Biblical worldview using primary source documents. Includes model lessons and distinct methods for teaching Christian history and geography. Teaching history from a providential perspective turns the subject into His Story, bringing individual lives and nations to the heart of the study. His Story comes alive with the leading key ideas and links on the Chain of Christianity®.

The Noah Plan English Language Curriculum Guide—Third Edition
$39.95
Focuses on teaching mastery of language through the teaching of literature, grammar, and composition as inter-related, mutually re-enforcing studies and practice. It frees the English lesson for the practice of language skills through classic literature and daily composition. The result is the mastery of language, the foundation of all education, and the key to success in every area of life. It also builds the Biblical worldview in demonstrating the unique and providential role of English among languages. Teaching English is an extension of the literature program that develops communication and writing skills, reading comprehension, and public speaking.

The Noah Plan Literature Curriculum Guide
$39.95
Literature is the handmaid of history; this presents the rich elementary, middle school, and high school Christian History Literature program originally designed by Rosalie J. Slater. Amplified with practical models and methods of teaching, sample student notebook work, and step-by-step teacher direction, it inspires a high Christian standard of language by building a broad vocabulary and cultivating English language skills (grammar, syntax, orthography, composition). This guide teaches literature as history, the literature of the Bible, and the Bible as the source and seedbed of literature, liberty, and poetry. Instills a love of the Bible, classics, and excellent literature.

The Noah Plan Mathematics Curriculum Guide
$39.95
Combines an American abacus-based math curriculum with a reasoning and problem solving-based middle school curriculum that unite the area of computation with the science of numbers. This combination lays the foundation for students to succeed in their study of higher level mathematics—algebra through calculus. Enable learners to take possession of mathematics by understanding the vocabulary, philosophy, and language of math, thereby minimizing perpetual drill and review. This principle-based curriculum prepares students to become problem solvers and Christian leaders of their generation.

$39.95
Using the Bible as the primary reader for teaching reading is breaking ground for Christian education. The complete reading program from intensive phonetics to reading-with-reason is given in detailed charts, forms, and descriptions of the content and methodology of each component of this unique reading program. Model lessons, teacher testimonies, and numerous practical teaching techniques and methods are detailed. It follows the three stages of reading: learning to read, reading to learn, and reading with reason. The Bible As Reader program establishes excellent reading skills while imparting the knowledge and love of the Word of God.

The Noah Plan Math Curriculum Guide showed me Scriptural methods...It gave me confidence that I can pursue personal excellence by time and effort. It demonstrated how it’s all done by many visual proofs throughout the book, such as a detailed timeline, a glossary, actual students’ notebook pages, ‘math lab’ pages, and many types of charts. It instructed me on the knowledge that math is simply another ‘language’ anyone can learn.
— V. R., Home School Mom

I must tell you that I am enjoying teaching using the Noah Plan Principle Approach so much! It is so user-friendly and guides the teacher rather than dictating.
— S. L., Home School Mom

The StoneBridge Art Guide
$29.95 (Grades K–8)
Teaches the practice of art and the elements of design in many media through the study of art masters and their work. Model lessons and methodology are included with timelines and examples of student work. Art is an important component of Principle Approach® education as it inspires the student to discover his gifts and express his individuality.
The Noah Plan® Academy–DVD Training Tools!

Accessible training in the Principle Approach® for teachers, parents, and schools!

The Noah Plan Academy DVD set will:

- Get you started in the Principle Approach
- Give you the important principles for teaching bedrock truth in all subjects

Our worldview teaches our beliefs as we teach the subjects—
what worldview are you teaching?

Discerning Worldviews & Providential History
$29.95
- Understanding contrasting worldviews in order to articulate and explain your own beliefs
- Identifying the basic life questions
- How do Christian thinkers resolve the issue of multiculturalism in relation to values?
- Who made me, why was I made, what is my purpose? God has a plan for me!
- Learning to see the hand of God in His Story gives meaning to life and hope for the future!

The Keys to the Kingdom & How to Teach and Learn by Principles and Leading Ideas
$29.95
- What seed are we sowing? The parable of the sower is the well-loved parable that relates directly to educating our children
- Educational application: we are “planting” with the methods we use as well as the curriculum we teach
- Principle Approach® “planting”
- Reflective learning, conviction rather than persuasion, internal gives rise to the external
- Examine principles found in the Scripture and learn how to identify and reason from principles in each subject

Preparing you to teach by principles—the bedrock Biblical truths!

God’s Principle of Individuality & Principle Approach 101
$29.95
- The Christian versus the pagan ideas of God, man and government
- Teaching each subject by studying the hand of God in the individual life
- This one principle anchors all others—this bedrock truth is so basic that every Biblical principle springs from it—God’s Personhood and the created personhood we all possess in His image
- Veteran Principle Approach home educator Peggy Coven guides you through a unit lesson using Benjamin West and His Cat Grimalkin with the accompanying Benjamin West Teacher Guide, “William Penn and the Colony of Religious Toleration”

Governing from Within & Governing the External from Within
$29.95
- Contrasting Christian self-government with pagan self-government
- The classroom constitution and Christian character
- Defining conscience, sacred, property, and consent
- How does conscience afford liberty? How do these principles apply to education within our republic?
- What is the difference between a republic and a democracy?

Applying the Principle Approach® to all Subjects

Teaching Bible and Reading & Words Have Consequences
$29.95
- Reading the Bible prepares a Biblical character in children and teaches self-government, a love for God and others
- Teaching reading using the Bible
- Stages of reading development and strategic reading process
- The value of Webster’s 1828 An American Dictionary of the English Language for word study
- Utilizing God’s written Word as a key to the meaning of words
- Biblical principles deduced from the study enable the student to “take possession” of each word

Teaching Literature & Teaching English
$29.95
- Ignite the love of learning through stories—“the purpose of literature is to reach the heart”
- Study of biography to teach Christian character, principles, and leading ideas gleaned from the classics
- The Bible as the highest model of literature
- English is teaching literature first; we study English to become excellent communicators
- In teaching English, our focus is on the refining of expressive language
- Foundations of English and six components of English

Teaching Geography & Teaching and Learning History with the Chain of Christianity®
$29.95
- A dynamic subject to teach and a vital part of the whole elementary curriculum
- It reveals “God’s handwriting on the earth”
- The use of map studies to understand the places in His Story
- Looking at mathematical, physical, and political geography
- Learning God’s providential purpose for areas around the world
- Thinking governmentally—the reasoning process of problem solving by seeking the source or cause of what is known or seen

Teaching Mathematics & Teaching Science
$29.95
- How do we go about finding relevant Scriptures for the Biblical foundations of mathematics?
- Key individuals and their contribution to mathematics
- Relevant Scriptures: Biblical sources and origins
- Developing a science timeline, 4-R’ing and the scientific method

Order Now! Call 800.352.3223 or visit www.face.net
THE NOAH PLAN® LESSONS: Kindergarten

$55.00

These detailed weekly lesson plans instruct the teacher in how to pull together the Principle Approach® foundational books, The Noah Plan Curriculum Guides, and the other components of The Noah Plan kindergarten program into a cohesive, memorable year’s curriculum. The methods emphasized in this text are timely to form a young child’s approach to learning and study habits.

### History and Geography

- **Abraham Lincoln (d’Aulaire)**
  - $13.95
  - The life and character of one of our most beloved presidents written for the early reader, with lush, colorful illustrations.

- **George Washington (d’Aulaire)**
  - $13.95
  - Beautifully illustrated biography about the life and times of our first president. Children learn the atenção’s why he is called the “Father of His Country.”

- **Pocahontas (d’Aulaire)**
  - $13.95
  - The true story of an early national heroine, the Indian maiden who saved the life of Captain John Smith. Children get a glimpse of the struggle of the Jamestown Colony and the condition of Virginia in 1607 through vivid, historically accurate illustrations.

### Bible and Reading

- **Kindergarten Focus: Learning to Read Early Reader’s Bible**
  - $16.99
  - Hardback book of children’s Bible stories for beginning readers featuring large print, colorful artwork, and Bible stories shot enough to be read in one sitting. Recommended resource for the kindergarten Bible and reading scope and sequence.

- **Phonemic Awareness**
  - $25.95 (Grades K-3)
  - A powerful resource for reading teachers, this book provides concrete activities that help children develop the ability to break down words into sounds to promote successful reading.

### Math & Phonics Instruction

- **RightStart™ Mathematics**
  - Phone: 888.272.3291 www.alabacus.com
  - This program provides math & phonics instruction in grades K–4 (to be used together with The Noah Plan Lessons: Kindergarten).

### Distinctive of Principle Approach Education

- **God’s Principle of Individuality—at a very early age, each child is taught that he is unique in God’s eyes.**
  - “God made me special, like no one else you see; God made me a witness to His diversity.”
  - –Roulée June Slater

### Literature and English

- **The Principle Approach® method lends itself to unit studies.** As in the case with kindergarten, a student’s literature lessons will often include a history study. The subjects work together to form a whole curriculum that comes alive through the study of providential history in every subject.

- **Little House in the Big Woods**
  - $6.99
  - From the well-loved author of Little House on the Prairie comes this tale of childhood in an American pioneer family. This endearing, heart-warming classic of the Ingalls family teaches valuable lessons about life, trusting in God, courage, respect, and love in a Christian family.

- **Little House in the Big Woods Teacher Guide**
  - $9.00
  - This teacher guide prepares you to teach Little House in the Big Woods by Laura Ingalls Wilder to young students. It was developed by Rosalie Slater using the notebook method to present a literary study of the book and the author, with a background study of the Christian principles and leading ideas explicated in the study of the American expansion.

- **Snowflake Bentley**
  - $16.00
  - Willie Bentley loved snow, snowflakes and snowstorm days more than anything in the world. Through this delightful tale of winter wonderlands, children learn how God built individuality into His universe and into each one of us and discover what true treasure really is.

- **Tales from Shakespeare (Grades K-6)**
  - $5.95
  - Shakespeare’s plays in words children can understand. This beautifully illustrated book will develop and cultivate a love and appreciation for this master playwright. Each year students from kindergarten through sixth grade study a play from Tales of Shakespeare with The Noah Plan Christian Literature Program.

### Physical Education

- **FACE sells a portion of the resources that will be needed for the year. Complete resource recommendation are listed in the Noah Plan Lessons (grades K-3), the Noah Plan Program Overview CDs (grades 4–12) and the Noah Plan Curriculum Guides (grades K–12). Most of the recommended resources can be obtained from the library and bookstores that sell new and used curriculum.**

### Please visit our Web site to order and sign up for our e-newsletter.

**ORDER NOW! CALL 800.352.3223 or visit www.face.net**
Order Now! Call 800.352.3223 or visit www.face.net

**At First Grade...**

**Nurture new seedlings with**

**THE NOAH PLAN® LESSONS:**

**First Grade**

$55.00

**The Noah Plan Lessons: First Grade** is a tremendous help to first grade teachers teaching the principle of conscience! It breaks down the content covered in first grade into weekly lessons by subject and coordinates the use of the curriculum guides, foundational books, and other first grade resources. Includes sample student notebook work.

**Literature and English**

The Noah Plan Lessons: First Grade gives detailed lessons for teaching these classics:

**Abigail Adams: First Lady of Faith and Courage**

$9.00

Make a founding mother one of your child’s role models. Children not only learn about history, but also learn to appreciate perseverance in suffering and dedicated love as they relate to Abigail Adams’s life from childhood through American womanhood.

**Abigail Adams Teacher Guide**

$9.00

This teacher guide introduces the Christian literature of the American Republic, discussing how Christianity liberates women and teaching conscience” (from.

**Pinocchio**

$10.00

Carlo Collodi’s Italian classic about a puppet’s dream of becoming a boy, and the lessons he learns as he becomes real with the help of Christian self-government.

**Pinocchio Student Notebook Packet**

$8.95

The Pinocchio Student Notebook Packet has notebook pages that go along with the study of Pinocchio for each child bringing the classic to life. It has real-world content, coloring pages, character study outlines, maps, maps of Italy and many more classroom activities.

**Divine and Moral Songs for Children book and CD**

$18.95 (Grades K–3)

Collection of forty-two songs and hymns in easy language written by Isaac Watts with the intention of instructing young minds in theology and morality toward the salvation of young souls. It is a teaching tool of simple lessons such as praise for creation and providence, redemption, the Gospel, etc., and against quarreling and fighting. Used in literature and bible.

**Distinctive of Principle Approach® Education**

Taking ownership—infusing the principle of “Conscience Is the Most Sacred Property” into every subject.

**At Second Grade...**

The focus principle for second grade teaches students to exercise Christian self-government

**THE NOAH PLAN® LESSONS:**

**Second Grade**

$55.00

**The Noah Plan Lesson series continues in second grade, providing subject lessons divided by week. This book organizes second grade content with the help of the foundational books, curriculum guides, and recommended individual books. Second grade students learn good study habits from time-proven Principle Approach® methods.**

**Literature and English**

**The Noah Plan Lessons: Second Grade** provides the detailed lessons for teaching Benjamin West and His Cat Grimalkin and Heidi.

**Benjamin West and His Cat Grimalkin**

$13.95

Known as the “Father of American Painting,” West was a Quaker who painted portraits of his family and friends. This teacher guide shows how to integrate study of the famous explorer, “The Admiral of the Ocean Sea,” Christopher Columbus!

**Columbus (d’Aulaire)**

$13.95

Columbus and his team of sailors discover many islands, peoples, and treasures, and open up a strange new world. This beautiful illustrations enhance this fascinating tale of one of the world’s most famous explorers, “The Admiral of the Ocean Sea.”

**Heidi**

$10.00

Heidi, a young orphan girl, is sent from the Swiss Alps that she loves to true repentance. We see two Biblical themes in this book: The return of the Prodigal Son in the Grandfather’s life, and that God’s timing is best in the trials and tribulations of Heidi.

**Heidi Teacher Guide**

$16.95

This teacher guide shows how to integrate study of Heidi with Switzerland’s role in His Story. Includes modules on “Zwingle and the Swiss Reformation,” “The Geneva Bible” (the Bible of the Pilgrims), and is key to understanding the Bible-in-English link on the Chain of Christianity.

**Distinctive of Principle Approach Education**

It instills the principles of Christian self-governance and Christian character in the child—forming Christian character at a young age.

**Bible and Reading**

**History and Geography**

**Second Grade Focus: Learning to Read**

**Kids’ Study Bible, NIV**

$25.95 (Grades 2–3)

This Bible, translated with beginning readers in mind, is ideal for second grade students. A variation of the popular NIV, the Kids’ Study Bible uses straightforward vocabulary. It’s ideal for use in The Noah Plan® Bible. Lessons provide the detailed lessons with child-friendly features like:

- Simple introduction to each book of the Bible
- A dictionary for easy reference
- “Remember This” suggests key verses to memorize
- “Think About This” highlights questions to consider and answer
- Stunning full-color artwork combines children’s crayon drawings and realistic watercolors

**Benjamin Franklin (d’Aulaire)**

$13.95

This colorfully illustrated account of our fascinating founding father describes his role in the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution. His amazing life reads like an adventure story.

**Historical background presents Pennsylvania, the middle colony, and William Penn and the Quakers, as well as a chronology of Benjamin West’s life.**

**Heidi**

$10.00

Heidi, a young orphan girl, is sent from the Swiss Alps that she loves to true repentance. We see two Biblical themes in this book: The return of the Prodigal Son in the Grandfather’s life, and that God’s timing is best in the trials and tribulations of Heidi.

**Heidi Teacher Guide**

$16.95

This teacher guide shows how to integrate study of Heidi with Switzerland’s role in His Story. Includes modules on “Zwingle and the Swiss Reformation,” “The Geneva Bible” (the Bible of the Pilgrims), and is key to understanding the Bible-in-English link on the Chain of Christianity.

**Bible and Reading**

**Historic Geograhy**

**Second Grade Focus: Learning to Read**

**Kids’ Study Bible, NIV**

$25.95 (Grades 2–3)

This Bible, translated with beginning readers in mind, is ideal for second grade students. A variation of the popular NIV, the Kids’ Study Bible uses straightforward vocabulary. It’s ideal for use in The Noah Plan® Bible. Lessons provide the detailed lessons with child-friendly features like:

- Simple introduction to each book of the Bible
- A dictionary for easy reference
- “Remember This” suggests key verses to memorize
- “Think About This” highlights questions to consider and answer
- Stunning full-color artwork combines children’s crayon drawings and realistic watercolors

**Benjamin Franklin (d’Aulaire)**

$13.95

This colorfully illustrated account of our fascinating founding father describes his role in the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution. His amazing life reads like an adventure story.

**Historic Geograhy**

**Second Grade Focus: Learning to Read**

**Kids’ Study Bible, NIV**

$25.95 (Grades 2–3)

This Bible, translated with beginning readers in mind, is ideal for second grade students. A variation of the popular NIV, the Kids’ Study Bible uses straightforward vocabulary. It’s ideal for use in The Noah Plan® Bible. Lessons provide the detailed lessons with child-friendly features like:

- Simple introduction to each book of the Bible
- A dictionary for easy reference
- “Remember This” suggests key verses to memorize
- “Think About This” highlights questions to consider and answer
- Stunning full-color artwork combines children’s crayon drawings and realistic watercolors

**Benjamin Franklin (d’Aulaire)**

$13.95

This colorfully illustrated account of our fascinating founding father describes his role in the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution. His amazing life reads like an adventure story.

**Bible and Reading**

**Historic Geograhy**

**Second Grade Focus: Learning to Read**

**Kids’ Study Bible, NIV**

$25.95 (Grades 2–3)

This Bible, translated with beginning readers in mind, is ideal for second grade students. A variation of the popular NIV, the Kids’ Study Bible uses straightforward vocabulary. It’s ideal for use in The Noah Plan® Bible. Lessons provide the detailed lessons with child-friendly features like:

- Simple introduction to each book of the Bible
- A dictionary for easy reference
- “Remember This” suggests key verses to memorize
- “Think About This” highlights questions to consider and answer
- Stunning full-color artwork combines children’s crayon drawings and realistic watercolors

**Benjamin Franklin (d’Aulaire)**

$13.95

This colorfully illustrated account of our fascinating founding father describes his role in the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution. His amazing life reads like an adventure story.

**Bible and Reading**

**Historic Geograhy**

**Second Grade Focus: Learning to Read**

**Kids’ Study Bible, NIV**

$25.95 (Grades 2–3)

This Bible, translated with beginning readers in mind, is ideal for second grade students. A variation of the popular NIV, the Kids’ Study Bible uses straightforward vocabulary. It’s ideal for use in The Noah Plan® Bible. Lessons provide the detailed lessons with child-friendly features like:

- Simple introduction to each book of the Bible
- A dictionary for easy reference
- “Remember This” suggests key verses to memorize
- “Think About This” highlights questions to consider and answer
- Stunning full-color artwork combines children’s crayon drawings and realistic watercolors

**Benjamin Franklin (d’Aulaire)**

$13.95

This colorfully illustrated account of our fascinating founding father describes his role in the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution. His amazing life reads like an adventure story.
Building upon the method demonstrated in The Noah Plan Lesson Books K–5, the subject overviews for 5th and 6th grade give the teacher the complete curriculum. Teacher and student outlines for each subject in 5th and 6th grade guide the teacher in how to pull together the Principle Approach® foundational books, The Noah Plan Curriculum Guides, and the other books that are part of The Noah Plan fifth and sixth grade programs.

The Noah Plan Curriculum Guides

**FIRST GRADE**

**BIBLE:**

**ENGLISH:**
- Foundations of English, etymology

**READING:**
- Systematic explicit phonics – The Writing Road to Reading: Oral language skills—listening; comprehension; expressive language; Reading fluency & comprehension

**FINE & PERFORMING ARTS:**
- Rhythm instruments; Art practice & crafts

**SCIENCE:**
- Thinking mathematically; Art of RightStart™; Activities for Learning; Arithmetic of North America

**GEOGRAPHY:**
- The Map Standard; Geographic terms

**HISTORY:**
- The Principle of Christian History; The Chain of Christianity

**PHYSICAL EDUCATION:**
- Physical & political study of Asia, Africa, Europe

**LITERATURE:**
- Bible as literature; Children’s poems; Benjamin West; H. C. Special Day; Heidi Day; Pecuchim; Shakespeare's Comedy of Errors; Benjamin Franklin

**MODERN LANGUAGE:**
- French; Latin

**ARTHEMATIC:**
- RightStart™; Activities for Learning; Biblical principles; Subject principles; Thinking mathematically; Art of composition; Oral, mental, visual, kinesthetic, linguistic activities

**SCIENCE:**
- The nature and character of God and His principles in Geology, Botany, Astronomy; Experiments & observations

**MODERN LANGUAGE:**
- French

**THE FINE & PERFORMING ARTS:**
- Music & art appreciation; Singing & rhythm instruments; Art practice & crafts

**PHYSICAL EDUCATION:**
- Physical & political study of Asia, Africa, Europe

**SECOND GRADE**

**BIBLE:**

**ENGLISH:**
- Foundations of English, etymology

**READING:**
- Systematic explicit phonics – The Writing Road to Reading: Oral language skills—listening; comprehension; expressive language; Reading fluency & comprehension

**FINE & PERFORMING ARTS:**
- Rhythm instruments; Art practice & crafts

**SCIENCE:**
- Thinking mathematically; Art of RightStart™; Activities for Learning; Arithmetic of North America

**GEOGRAPHY:**
- The Map Standard; Geographic terms

**HISTORY:**
- The Principle of Christian History; The Chain of Christianity

**PHYSICAL EDUCATION:**
- Physical & political study of Asia, Africa, Europe

**LITERATURE:**
- Bible as literature; Children’s poems; Benjamin West; H. C. Special Day; Heidi Day; Pecuchim; Shakespeare's Comedy of Errors; Benjamin Franklin

**MODERN LANGUAGE:**
- French; Latin

**ARTHEMATIC:**
- RightStart™; Activities for Learning; Biblical principles; Subject principles; Thinking mathematically; Art of composition; Oral, mental, visual, kinesthetic, linguistic activities

**SCIENCE:**
- The nature and character of God and His principles in Geology, Botany, Astronomy; Experiments & observations

**MODERN LANGUAGE:**
- French

**THE FINE & PERFORMING ARTS:**
- Music & art appreciation; Singing & rhythm instruments; Art practice & crafts

**PHYSICAL EDUCATION:**
- Physical & political study of Asia, Africa, Europe

**THIRD GRADE**

**BIBLE:**

**ENGLISH:**
- Foundations of English, etymology

**READING:**
- Systematic explicit phonics – The Writing Road to Reading: Oral language skills—listening; comprehension; expressive language; Reading fluency & comprehension

**FINE & PERFORMING ARTS:**
- Rhythm instruments; Art practice & crafts

**SCIENCE:**
- Thinking mathematically; Art of RightStart™; Activities for Learning; Arithmetic of North America

**GEOGRAPHY:**
- The Map Standard; Geographic terms

**HISTORY:**
- The Principle of Christian History; The Chain of Christianity

**PHYSICAL EDUCATION:**
- Physical & political study of Asia, Africa, Europe

**LITERATURE:**
- Bible as literature; Children’s poems; Benjamin West; H. C. Special Day; Heidi Day; Pecuchim; Shakespeare's Comedy of Errors; Benjamin Franklin

**MODERN LANGUAGE:**
- French; Latin

**ARTHEMATIC:**
- RightStart™; Activities for Learning; Biblical principles; Subject principles; Thinking mathematically; Art of composition; Oral, mental, visual, kinesthetic, linguistic activities

**SCIENCE:**
- The nature and character of God and His principles in Geology, Botany, Astronomy; Experiments & observations

**MODERN LANGUAGE:**
- French

**THE FINE & PERFORMING ARTS:**
- Music & art appreciation; Singing & rhythm instruments; Art practice & crafts

**PHYSICAL EDUCATION:**
- Physical & political study of Asia, Africa, Europe

**FOURTH GRADE**

**BIBLE:**

**ENGLISH:**
- Foundations of English, etymology

**READING:**
- Systematic explicit phonics – The Writing Road to Reading: Oral language skills—listening; comprehension; expressive language; Reading fluency & comprehension

**FINE & PERFORMING ARTS:**
- Rhythm instruments; Art practice & crafts

**SCIENCE:**
- Thinking mathematically; Art of RightStart™; Activities for Learning; Arithmetic of North America

**GEOGRAPHY:**
- The Map Standard; Geographic terms

**HISTORY:**
- The Principle of Christian History; The Chain of Christianity

**PHYSICAL EDUCATION:**
- Physical & political study of Asia, Africa, Europe

**LITERATURE:**
- Bible as literature; Children’s poems; Benjamin West; H. C. Special Day; Heidi Day; Pecuchim; Shakespeare's Comedy of Errors; Benjamin Franklin

**MODERN LANGUAGE:**
- French; Latin

**ARTHEMATIC:**
- RightStart™; Activities for Learning; Biblical principles; Subject principles; Thinking mathematically; Art of composition; Oral, mental, visual, kinesthetic, linguistic activities

**SCIENCE:**
- The nature and character of God and His principles in Geology, Botany, Astronomy; Experiments & observations

**MODERN LANGUAGE:**
- French

**THE FINE & PERFORMING ARTS:**
- Music & art appreciation; Singing & rhythm instruments; Art practice & crafts

**PHYSICAL EDUCATION:**
- Physical & political study of Asia, Africa, Europe
Literature and English

Men of Iron $5.95 (8th grade)

Fifteenth-century Myles Falworth set out on a quest for knighthood to win back his father and regain his honor. Courage, loyalty, steadfastness, and generosity abound in this medieval adventure. Guide your students through this tale of the nobility of true Christian knighthood and the necessity of Christian character in the administration of liberty. This book illustrates how education develops virtues and ideals.

Robinson Crusoe $7.95 (8th grade)

One of the greatest novels a book can pass in the test of time: Robinson Crusoe has been read and loved for three centuries! This beloved classic gave the world a unique example of a man on his own with only his ingenuity and enterprise to help him survive, and the peace of mind that grew out of a close relationship with the Lord, daily prayer, and study of Scripture.

Men of Iron Teacher Guide

This guide will lead students to discover the contribution knights made as men of valor to the freedom we enjoy today. This valuable resource includes literary and author studies, “Tracing a Link in Christian History,” demonstrating the influence of Christian heroes through composition, Bible As Reader, and Government.

Robinson Crusoe Teacher Guide

This valuable resource directs the teacher in leading the study of Robinson Crusoe. It gives the historical context for the author, shows our lessons in economics, and demonstrates the notebook approach to study of this novel. Leading questions are outlined in a chapter-by-chapter study of the book.

History and Geography

Rudiments of America’s Christian History and Government Student Handbook $19.95 (8th grade)

This student handbook is the complete eighth grade history course. It guides the students in research, reasoning, and writing Biblical principles of self-government and civil government through studying source documents. It combines the thread of Biblical reasoning into the fabric of a Biblical worldview.

The Courtship of Miles Standish Teacher Guide and $9.00 (8th grade)

Written by America’s poet laureate Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, this is a romantic, yet completely human and delightful rendering of a true Puritan love story that is loaded with surprising twists and meaning. The life, Godly values, and culture of the time are interwoven to create a timeless story.

FIFTH GRADE

BIBLE: Old Testament survey

ENGLISH: Foundations of English, etymology, syntax, composition, drama, research paper, Oral presentation

READING: Reading to learn—reinforcement & improvement. Vocabulary analysis. Reading in content areas & literature; Strategic reading process. Reasoning & reading. Comprehension reinforced through composition, Bible As Reader

LITERATURE: Bible as literature; Children’s poets; Little Women; Special Day: “Etiquette Lessons”; The Tailfeather of the Swan; The Wind in the Willows; Shakespeare’s Macbeth

HISTORY: The Chain of Christianity®: Expansion & Expansion Link; The Constitution; Field study tour

GEOGRAPHY: The Map Standard; Geographic terms; Physical & political study of the United States & your state

MATHEMATICS: Ray™ New Practical Arithmetic; Biblical principles; Subject principles; Mastery & application of arithmetic skills; The science of numbers; Logical thinking

SCIENCE: The nature and character of God and His principles in Geology, Botany, Astronomy; Experiments & observations

MODERN LANGUAGE: French

FINE & PERFORMING ARTS: Music & art appreciation; Singing; Recorder; Art practice & crafts; Drama

COMPUTER SCIENCE

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Sixth grade


ENGLISH: Foundations of English, etymology, syntax, composition, drama, historical production, Oral presentation

READING: Reading to learn—reinforcement & improvement. Vocabulary analysis. Reading in content areas & literature; Strategic reading process. Reasoning & reading. Comprehension reinforced through composition, Bible As Reader

LITERATURE: Bible as literature; Children’s poets; Wizard of the North; James and Special $5.95 (8th grade); A Christmas Carol; Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night

HISTORY: A survey of ancient, middle, & medieval history; Field study tour

GEOGRAPHY: The study of Geography in ancient, middle, & medieval history

MATHEMATICS: Ray™ New Higher Arithmetic; Biblical principles; Subject principles; Mastery & application of arithmetic skills; The science of numbers; Logical thinking

SCIENCE: The nature and character of God and His principles in Zoology, Anatomy & Physiology; Science project

MODERN LANGUAGE: French

FINE & PERFORMING ARTS: Music appreciation & Chance; Art appreciation, practice & crafts; Drama; Musical performance

COMPUTER SCIENCE

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

SEVENTH GRADE

BIBLE: Christian youth leadership

ENGLISH: Foundations of English, etymology, syntax, composition, drama; Middle/teen production; 8th grade graduation speech

READING: Analysis & enrichment in vocabulary; Reading in content areas & literature; Reasoning & writing; Bible As Reader

LITERATURE: Bible as literature; Poetry; Types of literature; David Copperfield; A Tale of Two Cities; War and Peace; The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn; The Great Gatsby; The Scarlet Letter; The Picture of Dorian Gray; The Adventures of Tom Sawyer; The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn

HISTORY: A survey of modern history

GEOGRAPHY: A study of the geography of modern history

MATHEMATICS: Ray™ New Higher Arithmetic; Biblical principles; Subject principles; Mastery & application of arithmetic skills; The science of numbers; Logical thinking

SCIENCE: The nature and character of God and His principles in Chemistry, Physics, Meteorology, Oceanography; Science project

CLASSICAL LANGUAGE: Latin I

FINE & PERFORMING ARTS: Music appreciation & Chance; Art appreciation, practice & crafts; Drama

COMPUTER SCIENCE

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

EIGHTH GRADE

BIBLE: Christian doctrines & creeds

ENGLISH: Foundations of English, etymology, syntax, composition, drama; Middle/teen production; 8th grade graduation speech

READING: Analysis & enrichment in vocabulary; Reading in content areas & literature; Reasoning & writing; Bible As Reader

LITERATURE: Christian & pagan literature; Cicero; Seneca; The Odyssey; The Wall of Troy; Ben: King Arthur & His Knights; Redshift; John: King Arthur & His Knights; Redshift; The Tale of Two Cities; Sherlock Holmes & Conan

HISTORY: A survey of modern history

GEOGRAPHY: A study of the geography of modern history

MATHEMATICS: Ray™ New Higher Arithmetic; Biblical principles; Subject principles; Mastery & application of arithmetic skills; The science of numbers; Logical thinking

SCIENCE: The nature and character of God and His principles in Geology, Botany, Astronomy, Oceanography; Science project

CLASSICAL LANGUAGE: Latin I

FINE & PERFORMING ARTS: Music appreciation & Chance; Art appreciation, practice & crafts; Drama

COMPUTER SCIENCE

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Thinking Governmentally from Internal to External

**THE NOAH PLAN PROGRAM OVERVIEWS:**

**Ninth–Twelfth Grade**

$14.95 each

These overview CDs are designed to work with the Principle Approach® foundational books and The Noah Plan® Curriculum Guides. These 9th–12th grade high school subject overviews give the detailed curriculum outlines for each grade’s subjects including schedules, supply lists and class constellations.

The Noah Plan high school curriculum includes extensive essay writing, research papers, science projects, portfolio projects, and the research, writing, and oral defense of the senior thesis. Each overview CD also includes the Noah Covenant, the directives of the Principle Approach high school, Reading with Reason program, graduation requirements, fine and performing arts, and student government.

**Universal History**

  How does Christianity influence mankind’s desires and ability to voluntarily cooperate or work together? CHOC II helps Christians begin to think through the matter of voluntary union versus compulsory union in all aspects of our national life. It is necessary to teach freedom in order to keep it. Every high school student needs to understand that they will either be free or enslaved, better to learn self-restraint under God than to loose our freedom all together.

- *Teaching George Washington* $12.95 (11th Grade)
  “Teaching George Washington” is the first publication of Rosalie Slater teacher guide that employs two “biographies” of our first President – George Washington: The Character and Influence of One Man by Vera Hall, and The Making of George Washington by William H. Wilbur. This guide in Rosalie Slater’s incomparable style brings a new acquaintance with the father of our nation that captures a knowledge of the man found nowhere else. Inspire your students and yourself with this moving study of the real George Washington.

- *The Spirit of St. Louis* $5.95 (12th grade)
  Inspire students with Charles Lindbergh’s autobiography following the growth and fulfillment of his courageous dream to be the first to cross the Atlantic in a plane. The book tells the story of “Lucky Lindy” from his Midwestern childhood, through his barnstorming years and numerous brushes with death, to the perilous transcontinental flight itself.

- *To Have and To Hold* $9.00 (11th grade)
  Rosalee J. Slater developed this guide to commemorate the 60th anniversary of Lindbergh’s flight over the Atlantic. Walter S. Ross in *The Last Hero: Charles A. Lindbergh*, quoted Lindbergh, “I learned that if this civilization is to continue, modern man must direct the material power of his science by the spiritual truths of his God.”


This study guide is designed to work with CHOC II using the Principle Approach method to teach the leading ideas and principles. The book is set up to teach 24 weekly lessons to equip leaders with an understanding of the Christian foundations of the American system of government. Some topics include providential history, the law of God revealed, the law of nations, leadership in education and the importance of God-given rights.

**Distinctive of Principle Approach Education**

- The Bible shapes education—Christ is at the heart of every subject.

**Literature and English**

- *The Deerslayer* $5.95 (11th grade)
  James Fenimore Cooper, considered the first major American novelist, authored over thirty novels including Last of the Mohicans, and yet he considered *The Deerslayer* (1844) and *The Pathfinder* (1841) his best works. *The Deerslayer* introduces Natty Bumppo, the hero of the Leatherstocking series, as he becomes a warrior for the first time. Only the American Christian philosophy of government could bring forth a true man like Deerslayer, whose integrity of character reflected our Christian base and whose liberty was balanced by his desire to be obedient to God’s Law. *The Deerslayer* is a never-to-be forgotten tale of faithfulness, courage, friendship, and love.

- *The Deerslayer Teacher Guide* $9.00 (11th grade)
  This literary and author study includes a list of Cooper’s other writings. This guide covers such topics as “American Christian Principles in Deerslayer,” “The American Indian and God’s Principle of Individuality,” “Principles of Conservation,” and “American Dictatorship.”

- *The Spirit of St. Louis* $5.95 (11th grade)
  The Spirit of St. Louis Teacher Guide $9.00 (12th grade)

- *To Have and To Hold* $9.00 (11th grade)

**HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM RESULTS**

The high school student steeped in The Noah Plan develops a true sense of scholarship, begins to think governmentaly using all of the basic recurring Biblical principles learned in elementary school, and demonstrates a teachable spirit and growing discipleship. Results of the program in homeschoo and demonstration schools show exceptional achievement in standardized testing including SATs, the PEERS Test, National Merit status, and acceptance to excellent, scholarly universities. Every subject in the curriculum is built upon the Biblical principles that give each student a reasoned understanding of life and learning as he masters the subject.
NINTH GRADE

BIBLE: Introduction to the Bible, Hymnology and principles of sound interpretation

ENGLISH: English Literature 450–666

UNIVERSAL HISTORY: Pre-Christian West, Christian West until 600; CHOC II

MATHEMATICS: Geometry or Algebra II

SCIENCE: Integrated Physical Science; Science project

CLASSICAL OR MODERN LANGUAGE: French, Spanish, Greek, or Latin

FINE & PERFORMING ARTS: Drama, Orchestra, Chorus, Art—Foundation of Color and Design

PHYSICAL EDUCATION / COMPETITIVE ATHLETICS

TENTH GRADE

BIBLE: Epistemological and theological studies of the Old Testament Canon

ENGLISH: English Literature 600–present; Reading with Reason; etymology, composition, syntax

MODERN HISTORY: Ideas & worldviews in Western civilization, 600 to present; CHOC II Portfolio Project

MATHEMATICS: Geometry or Algebra II Trigonometry

SCIENCE: Biology and Biology Lab

CLASSICAL OR MODERN LANGUAGE: French, Spanish, Greek, or Latin

FINE & PERFORMING ARTS: Drama, Orchestra, Chorus, Art—Technique and Design

COMPETITIVE ATHLETICS

ELEVENTH GRADE


ENGLISH: American Literature 1584–1641; Reading with Reason; etymology, composition; To Have and To Hold, Divorce

UNITED STATES HISTORY: A.D. 1000 to present; George Washington: The Character and Influence of One Man; Oration

MATHEMATICS: Pre-Calculus or Algebra II Trigonometry

SCIENCE: Chemistry and Chemistry Lab

CLASSICAL OR MODERN LANGUAGE: French, Spanish, or Greek

FINE & PERFORMING ARTS: Drama, Orchestra, Chorus, Art—Communication through the Visual Arts

COMPETITIVE SPORTS

T WELFTH GRADE

BIBLE: Inductive study of the Bible, Developing Biblical perspective of identity, significance, and security

ENGLISH: American Literature 1641–present; Reading with Reason; etymology, composition; The Spirit of St. Louis; Senior thesis and defense

HISTORY: American Government & Economics or AP Government and Economics

MATHEMATICS: Calculus or Advanced Calculus or Vector Calculus

SCIENCE: Physics or Human Anatomy & Physiology or Advanced Chemistry

CLASSICAL OR MODERN LANGUAGE: French, Spanish, or Greek

FINE & PERFORMING ARTS: Drama, Orchestra, Chorus, Art—Advanced Art and Theory Application

COMPETITIVE SPORTS

CULMINATION: Senior Thesis & Senior ministry trip and Reformation tour of Europe

History Tools for Teaching Grades K–12

The Noah Plan® Map Maker’s Kit

$25.95

– The Noah Plan Map Standard
– Quality colored pencils, ruler
– Student atlas, map blanks
– Essential tool for teaching history, geography and literature K–8

The Noah Plan Wall Timeline

$8.50

This essential tool helps children understand presidential history—God’s hand in His Story. This kit is ideal for the classroom—a wall visual showing the links on the Chain of Christianity®.

Pilgrims Plantation Day Packet

$15.95

Hands-on teaching through celebrating special days is a vital part of the Principle Approach® Calendrics and teach an authentic Thanksgiving with this classroom-tested resource complete with memorable recipes, Pilgrim hymns, and costume patterns.

Announcing the Principle Approach® Commonwealth

VISION STATEMENT:
The Principle Approach Commonwealth vision, based upon the Biblical principle of unity, is to increase the impact of Principle Approach schooling towards the goal of restoring the character of the nation by helping establish, strengthen, and affirm schools and home schools and promote their excellent efforts and results.

> Networking K-12 & post secondary schools, both national and international

> Two levels of membership:
• Schools and home schools have the benefits of Affiliates
• Strategic partners have the benefits of Associates

> Courses both virtual and live (see FACE.NET for dates)
• for beginning Principle Approach teaching and learning
• for curriculum development
• for methodology development
• for professional development CEU’s and graduate credit

> Personalized Consulting and Mentoring both virtual and live for schools and home schooling parents in response to individual need

> Access through a new expanded Web site to a wealth of
• adaptable samples (lesson plans, curriculum supplements, templates, and more)
• the wisdom of experienced master teachers and home school educators
• available on demand through your computer at your convenience

The Seventh Annual Principle Approach Leadership Conference 2009

Come and be inspired and renewed!

The Principle Approach Commonwealth Conference brings together those involved in teaching and learning the Principle Approach to share the vision and learn from each other. Leadership is formed over time through the influences, experiences, friendships, and opportunities we respond to. This conference annually brings together those who are growing in leadership and influence in the movement to share insights and solutions for the mission we share.

CHECK WWW.FACE.NET FOR VENUE AND DATES

Order Now! Call 800.352.3223 or visit www.face.net
Reading and Bible Study Resources for Families

To our thinking, there is no academy on earth equal to that found in so many homes, of a mother reading to her child.”
—Horace Elisha Scudder

A Republic If You Can Keep It
$9.95
A Republic If You Can Keep It asserts that America’s Christian Principles of civil and religious liberty are just as relevant to the complex issues presented by the twenty-first century. The goal of the book is to equip the readers to contend against postmodern principles—destructive counterfeits of true Biblical principles—by redeploying America’s historical values and principles that framed her liberty.

The Journals of the Foundation for American Christian Education Journals I, II, III, IV, V, and IX
$15.95 each
The Journals have articles on many subjects, individuals, and philosophical or historical subjects to inspire you and resource your curriculum. Topics include “Curriculum for a Christian Civilization,” “Biblical Law,” “Westward Expansion,” and “Blessing the Generations.” Authors include Rosalie Slater, Verna Hall, James Ruse, Gary Amos, Stephen McDowell, Carole Adams, Charles Wolfe, Mary-Elaine Swanson, Paul Jehle, Peggy Coven, among many others. See our Web site for individual descriptions of each Journal.

Mother Carey’s Chickens
$15.95
A lovely story filled with humor, wisdom, and warmth. Mother Carey has four children, a very ill husband, and the inspiring love and tenacity to deal with whatever comes her way. The author paints a beautiful picture as she portrays the goodness in humanity, the joy of family, and the power of Christian love in action. This classic children’s original written in 1910 presents a loving, serving, nurturing family as a model for today. This new edition from the Foundation includes charming pen and ink illustrations by Peggy Coven throughout.

Joel: A Boy of Galilee
$13.95
A young boy is crippled and lonely until he meets his Master. First published in 1895, this poignant classic still speaks spiritual truths to boys and girls today. Set in the land where Jesus walked, the narrative of the Gospel comes alive in a way that will capture the fascination of children of all ages. It is ideal for children in middle and upper elementary grades.

This newly illustrated edition was reprinted by the Foundation in 1992.

Patriot Series

George Washington: The Character and Influence of One Man
$9.95 (11th Grade)
Extensive scholarly research highlights Washington’s deep faith in the providence of God and the Christian principles by which he lived. Let George Washington’s life teach leadership, love of family and heroism through first hand accounts from his contemporaries. Understand his influence, see how God shaped his life from childhood, and formed him into a man of influence. This book is used in teaching American History in eleventh grade.

Teaching George Washington
$72.95 (11th Grade)
“Teaching George Washington” is the first publication of a long-awaited Rosalie Slater teacher guide that employs two “biographies” of our first President – George Washington: The Character and Influence of One Man by Verna Hall, and The Making of George Washington by William H. Wilbur. This guide in Rosalie Slater’s incomparable style brings a new acquaintance with the father of our nation that captures a knowledge of the man found nowhere else. Inspire your students and yourself with this moving study of the real George Washington.

Teaching George Washington Notebook Packet
$8.95 (11th Grade)
This Notebook Packet, written by Rosalie Slater, is designed to be used with Teaching George Washington and George Washington: Character and Influence of One Man. The Notebook Packet directs the study of the book in the Principle Approach to be reflective and to make a record of the study. It is appropriate for high school, upper elementary and adult study.

The Making of George Washington
$21.50
This classic biography deals extensively with Washington’s early life, the influences that shaped his personality and leadership abilities. It explores the development of Washington’s moral character and modesty, courage and honesty, consideration of others, self-discipline and prodigious will to work, determination to do right and spirit of selfless service.

Noah Webster Biography Teacher Guide
$10.95
This teacher guide prepares you to teach a biography of Noah Webster, Father of American Christian Scholarship and Education. His writings cover an unbelievable range of topics, but most importantly he taught Americans not to forget their responsibility to maintain the world’s first Christian constitutional republic. Included in the list of resources is the biography by Rosalie J. Slater in the front of the 1828 Dictionary which records his conversion to Christ.

Teaching Thomas Jefferson
$10.95
“Teaching Thomas Jefferson” is a study of our second president written by Rosalie Slater and Carole Adams, which gives new insight into his character and accomplishments. It addresses his love of architecture and includes excerpts from his letters such as the conversation between his head and his heart.
Scope and Sequence: K–12

Columbus Teacher Guide Coming Soon!

Order Now! Call 800.352.3223 or visit www.face.net
The more significant the desired blessing, the greater the sacrifice required.

A Republic If You Can Keep It asserts that America's Christian Principles of civil and religious liberty are just as relevant to the complex issues presented by the twenty-first century. The goal of the book is to equip the readers to contend against postmodern principles—destructive counterfeits of true Biblical principles—by redeploying America's historical values and principles that framed her liberty.

America's Authentic Liberty Confronts Contemporary Counterfeits

God's Principle of Individuality
Authentic: Created Personhood and Its Unique Identity
VS.
Counterfeit: Collectivism and Multiculturalism

Christian Principle of Self-Government and Christian Character
Authentic: Individual Authority and Responsibility
VS.
Counterfeit: Government Control and Regulation

“Conscience Is the Most Sacred of All Property” or Liberty of Conscience
Authentic: Individual Stewardship of Property
VS.
Counterfeit: The Welfare State’s Redistribution of Property

Christian Form of Government and the Principle of Local Self-Government
Authentic: Representative Republic with Limited Civil Government
VS.
Counterfeit: Expanding Centralization of Power

Christian Principle of American Political Union
Authentic: Sovereignty of the Nation-State
VS.
Counterfeit: Subjection to International Bodies

Available as a stand-alone e-book in Acrobat PDF format coming soon in paperback! only $9.95